Boost Performance with Connected
Track & Trace Systems by Atos Syntel
The number of connected devices has already exceeded the number of human beings on
the planet. Research predicts that by the year 2020, there will be 30 billion connected
devices in the world. The information generated by these devices needs to be
analyzed and acted upon in real-time to enable businesses to reap the benefits
of the Internet of Things (IoT) revolution. Atos Syntel’s Track and Trace solutions help
retailers and logistics providers achieve optimum operational efficiency by taking a
preventive, rather than a reactive approach.

Overview

Store, warehouse, and yard operations can be drastically improved by IoT-based Track & Trace intelligence,
as well as a predictive approach that can help retailers and logistics providers improve overall system uptime. Atos
Syntel’s Track & Trace solutions help logistics and retail enterprises get ahead by digitally tracking and pro-actively
maintaining their assets, preventing faults incidences. We also offer innovative point solutions for specific business
cases, such as consignment tracking and cold chain monitoring.
Why Track & Trace?

• Proven, flexible Connect One IoT platform that supports custom solutions to meet your business needs
• Ready-made solutions for asset tracking & maintenance, cold chain monitoring, and critical shipment tracking
• Built in analytical engine with visualization layer to enable insights and generate business recommendations
• Enhanced automation and control of your business, by connecting equipment and making it smarter
Atos Syntel’s intelligent Track & Trace solutions represent a huge opportunity to improve the quality,
safety and productivity of your operations, as well as across the entire retail, supply chain and logistics
value chain.
How it Works
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Business Benefits

Complete integrated solution for asset, equipment, ﬂeet and
consignment management
Zero defects and early fault detection for quality assurance
Drive continuous process improvement with analytics
Automate “next best actions” throughout your business processes
Leverage strong partner ecosystem for faster time to market

About Us
Atos Syntel is a leading global provider of integrated information technology and knowledge process services. Atos Syntel helps
global enterprises evolve the core by leveraging automation, scaled agile and cloud platforms to build efficient application
development and management, testing and infrastructure solutions. Our digital services enable companies to engage customers,
discover new insights through analytics, and create a more connected enterprise through the internet of things. Our "Customer for
Life" philosophy builds collaborative partnerships and creates long-term client value by investing in IP, solutions and industry-focused
delivery teams with deep domain knowledge.

To learn more, visit us at www.atos-syntel.net
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